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You have two administrators named Admin1 and Admin2 that are assigned the permissions 
shown in the following table. 
 

 
 
For each of the following statement, select yes if the statement is true. otherwise, select No. 
 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 

 
 
Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 66 
You have a Microsoft Exchange Online tenant that contains a retention policy named Policy1 and 
a user named User1. 
 
Policy1 is assigned to all users and contains the retention tags shown in the following table. 
 

 
 
Tag3 is applied to an email message in the inbox of User1. 
 
You remove Tag3 from Policy1. 
 
What will occur to the message? 
 
A. The existing retention tag will be retained. 
B. The existing retention tag will be removed. 
C. The default mailbox retention tag will apply. 
D. The default folder retention tag will apply. 
 
Correct Answer: A 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/security-and-compliance/messaging-records-
management/retention-tags-and-policies 
 
 
QUESTION 67 
You have a Microsoft 365 subscription. 
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A safe attachments policy that uses Dynamic Delivery is applied to all recipients who match your 
SMTP domains. 
 
You need to prevent attachments form being scanned when internal users send email to one 
another. 
 
What should you do? 
 
A. From the Security & and Compliance admin center, modify the safe attachments policy. 
B. From the Security & and Compliance admin center, modify the Service assurance settings. 
C. From the Exchange admin center, create a transport rule. 
D. From the Exchange admin center, modify the malware filter. 
 
Correct Answer: C 
Explanation: 
Create a transport rule (or mail flow rule as they are called nowadays) to configure the message 
header: X-MS-Exchange-Organization-SkipSafeAttachmentProcessing. 
 
Reference: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/archive/blogs/office365labs/eo-atp-considerations-reports-
demonstrations 
 
 
QUESTION 68 
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question 
in the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets 
might have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution. 
 
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these 
questions will not appear in the review screen. 
 
You have a Microsoft Exchange Online tenant that contains 1,000 mailboxes. 
 
All the users in the sales department at your company are in a group named Sales. 
 
The company is implementing a new policy to restrict the use of email attachments for the users 
in the Sales group. 
 
You need to prevent all email messages that contain attachments from being delivered to the 
users in the Sales group. 
 
Solution: You modify the Exchange Online Protection (EOP) settings. 
 
Does this meet the goal? 
 
A. Yes 
B. No 
 
Correct Answer: B 
Explanation: 
You can block common attachments (attachments commonly used as malware) in EOP but not 
all attachments as required in this question. Instead, you should create a mail flow rule. 
 
Reference: 
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/security-and-compliance/mail-flow-rules/common-
attachmentblocking-scenarios 
 
 
QUESTION 69 
HOTSPOT 
You have a Microsoft Exchange Server 2019 hybrid deployment. 
 
You are migrating mailboxes from the on-premises organization to Exchange Online. 
 
From the Exchange admin center, you create a new migration batch that includes 25 mailboxes, 
and then you select Manual Complete the batch. 
 
Later, you must complete the migration of a mailbox named user1@litware.com in the batch as 
soon as possible. You discover that the status of the migration batch is Syncing, but the status of 
the move request for user1@litware.com is Synced. 
 
You need to complete the migration of the user1@litware.com mailbox to Exchange Online as 
soon as possible. 
 
How should you complete the command? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer 
area. 
 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 

 
 
Correct Answer: 

 
 
 
QUESTION 70 
HOTSPOT 
Your network contains an Active Directory forest named contoso.com. 
 
You plan to implement Microsoft 365 and use Microsoft Exchange Online services. 
 
You need to ensure that all client computers can use Autodiscover to connect to Microsoft 365. 
 
Which record should you create? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 
 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Correct Answer: 

 
 
 
QUESTION 71 
HOTSPOT 
You need to create an address list that contains all the users who have a title of Director. 
 
How should you complete the command? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer 
area. 
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